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SOUTH AFRICAN SCHOLARSHIP PROJECT

"GARTH'S PROJECT"

By Al Moon

On Thursday February 10, as most at Glendon Camp­
ks know, a short questionnaire aimed at discovering the stu­
dents’ attitudes and ideas on the South African Student
Scholarship Fund was distributed around Glendon. A bal­
lot box was set out in the hall to collect replies.

Of the approximately 200 students distributed, only 50
(10%) were returned.

We were delighted that so many of the questionnaires,
pro or con, that were returned carried constructive criti­
cisms or suggestions. And it was heartening that 15 more
students were interested enough to use this time of year
to want to actively help with the project.

Most of the comments were beneficial; a very few
were:

"I think the go damn niggers ought to stay there'.

"It was up till now a pet project of Garth Jowett
who I, and others feel, is a pompous self-import­
ant slob. (Dissidem) I don’t feel our ‘intellectual coun­
try club’ has anything to offer’.

The first does not deserve comment; the second
against Garth is not relevant. Garth was interested enough
to do a fair amount of work, particularly by writing, to
support the project and get it off to some sort of a start.

Because he does realise that his outspoken ways alienate
some people, he was asked in January to be allowed to stay
more in the background, and since then, a more regula­
ted organization has been developed at Glendon.

Others said: “I am not concerned one way or another.

“...the student would feel obligated to the whims of his
purchasers (us).”

"I would not wish to support a pro­
gram whose intention it was to ferment a bloody armistice.”

Neither would we. And we would hope that an education
in Canada might develop a sense of justice and re­
straint as well as leadership and ability.

Would it serve no purpose? We hope that a graduate
of York would be willing and able to serve as a leader to his
people and his country when and however the occasion pre­
sents itself.

“Canadian Indians should take precedence”, replied
some people. From my studies this last year, it appears
that money is not the particular problem of the Treaty In­
dians since their education is supplied through the Treaty.

The problem is more one of motivation and the running of
an education, particularly at public and high school levels.

Some more students expressed interest in the method
of shooting the student, his chances of returning home, his
chances for summer work while he was here, whether
$4500 would be sufficient for 3 years, etc.

Others stated simply that the project was “worthy of
York’s full support”, that they would “willingly support
our Canadian friends”.

Our general plan now is to work on your questions and
suggestions mainly over the summer holidays, and as well,
to develop a full program for both campuses to start im­
mEDIATELY on orientation day. This will continue through
the winter to inform you about South African conditions
and what our scholarship will accomplish.

The collection of money, accomplished generally with
very little effort on our part, netted $217.03 at Glendon,
and approximately $54.00 at Founders. Most of this is now
deposited in a special bank account and the rest will be
 deposited shortly by Alan Moon (GIII who is acting as
Treasurer.

Next year with a good start, and with about 2500 stu­
dents on the two campuses we feel that our goal of $4400
is more than within reach.

If you have questions, suggestions, or offers of aid, see
Ken Johnson at Founders, Mariclare Lambden, GarthJow­
ett, Marg Gabel or any of the others who are working on
this project.

VOTE FRIDAY — AGAIN

 Voters of York arts! Our ever-present campus politi­
crats are at it again. We can vote for a president of the York
Campus Student Representative Council (SCBC)—or is it the
York University Council (YUC)?—on Friday. This council
still officially unamed is similar to the Student Adminis­
trative Council (SAC) of the U. of T. 

Ronald Graham, Founders; H, Harry Kopyto, Founders; and Gary J. Smith, Glendon
II, are running for president. Their platforms are outlined
on page 3.

Acclaimed for the next two years of its existence
in the Student Council portable.

All first and second year
Ph.D’s.

Mr. Goodings said that
volunteers would normally
remain on one project for
their entire term of service.

C. Y. C. RECRUITS

The organizing secretary of the company of Young Can­
dians expressed optimism last Thursday for the Company’s
future in developing “radical and fundamental activities”.

Stuart Goodings was speaking to about 40 Glendonites
on the CYC at a hastily-arranged meeting in the Junior
Common Room.

The CYC, he said, will
have an independent status,
more like a Crows Corporation
than a government de­
partment. Two-thirds of its
members will be volun­
teer members of the Com­
pany selected by their com­
patriots, and the organiza­
tion will depend on volun­
teers, not on civilian or
bureaucrats.

Goodings pictured the CYC
helping in community organ­
ization in slums, on Indian
reserves, in the far North
with Eskimos, operating
re-education programs and
working with pre-schoolers,
delinquents and dropouts.

If necessary Goodings said
that the CYC, unlike CUSO,
would require no rigid quali­
fications from applicants.

They should have an ability
to work with others and be
willing to serve at least one
year, preferably two.

CYC can take the retired,
return schoolers, dropouts,
as well as B.A.’s and
Glendon students except those
generally majoring in Poli.
Sci., Hist., and Phil.

and any third year students
whose department MAL move
to York Campus next fall are
guilty of non-voting; even
candidates also must vote.

The presiden­
tial candid­
ate will speak in the Old Di­
ning Hall, today at 10:00 to
2:15. Voting is in the East com­
mon Room of Glendon from
10:00 to 4:00 tomorrow.

sent where they are not war­
ning.

Goodings said CYC is
looking for 250 volunteers for
girl pilots to train in
June and July for a late July
start. Applications are av­
ailable in the Glendon Stu­
dent Council portable.
As a candidate for the presidency of SRC, I commit my- self to carry out the following program:

1. I will meet any increase in tuition fees with unre- calm opposition, and if a majority of the students desire it, I will lead a fee boycott. I am the only candidate for SRC presidency that has identified himself so strongly with the student's position to a fee increase. I can offer you a sure way of showing your opposition to a fee increase by en- couraging a candidate who will not hesitate to lead a boycott.

2. The student must be given a greater role in the socio- political affairs of Canada. To this end, I advocate the fol- lowing measures: First, a permanent committee made up of the President of Student Councils from U of T, York, and Yer- son, which will promote the interests of students in the Toronto area, and will engage in social action pro­ jects, community organizing in slums, etc. Secondly, I will help the students to form their own political clubs. In terpunt in Quebec, actively to institute radical and dynamic social reform which will participate in the political life of Canada, by doing such things as boycotting South African goods, opposing Canada's complicity in the Vietnam war, etc.

The apathy, alienation, estrangement, and dormancy on our campuses can be overcome to a large extent by giving students a stronger voice in their educational policies and by feeling it is the moral responsibility of students to act on cur­ rent decisive political issues. My program is designed to bring about the details of which I have demonstrated to the Solarians of my college.

3. I will do everything I can to get CUS to oppose Am- erica's present policy in Vietnam, following the precedent set by UGEQ on this matter.

I feel that York should be an academic community where the students participate in his educational process at a very early age. With greater co-operation between teacher and student and would come through mutual decision-making. I therefore advocate these concrete measures.

In conclusion it must be pointed out that I am a political per­ son, and so I feel it is the moral responsibility of students to act on cur­ rent decisive political issues. My program has been designed to bring about the details of which I have demonstrated to the Solarians of my college.

I ask for your support so that I can show that my pro­ gram can work.

GARY J. SMITH

J. Smith is a candidate for President of the York University Council. He is a second year student in Honours Economics and Political Science who will be attending York College this fall.

Gary's qualifications are impressive. During the past year he has participated in numerous activities, all of which have provided him with the valuable experience necessary to meet the challenges of office. Besides being the Asso­ ciation's editor of the Pro-Tern, a member of the Econ­ omics, Politics and Investment clubs, Chairman of the Management and Operations Committee, and former parliamentary leader of one of its participating parties; Gary is a former delegate to the Canadian Union of Student National­ ists. He has also been a member of the Canadian International Student Affairs. At Waterloo University last year, he was Chair­ man of the International Affairs Committee. This year Mr. Smith is also a Reporter for the Toronto Globe and Mail.

Mr. Smith has shown a true sense of responsibility in his duties as a leader; due partly to his own personal qualities and partly to his sincere efforts to perform his task. He takes the best of his ability. Although active in extracurricular activities, Gary has maintained a B average in his studies.

The following is Mr. Smith's own summary of his platform. However, it must be pointed out that his approach to all problems which affect the university and the student body is pragmatic, positive and realistic.

FEES: Fully against any increase in fees.

a) a representative from the student body to sit with the Governors when fees are discussed and to present the students' point of view.

b) a reasonable and fair body, in an effort to organize opinion and present a united front to the adminis­ tration.

c) an immediate letter to Dr. Ross outlining the students position on any fee increase.

The Ford Provincial Commission on Teaching has recom­ mended that the existing two committees on loans be lifted, therefore an immediate inquiry is necessary to determine if this policy will affect student loans.

TUITION:

For free tuition; however this will not come about in the immediate future. Therefore, as an immediate mea­ sure, the conversion of loans into non-repayable bursaries upon successful completion of each academic year.

SEAT ON SENATE:

Immediate exploration of the possibility of having a student representative on the Senate, to express the student's point of view and to report back to council before decisions are made, so that immediate action can be taken if the need arises.

COMMITTEE OF STUDENTS:

Ad hoc committees under members of council, or the setting up of groups under the direction of the students that can express its attitudes and its position on the issues of students, who dislike being in the spotlight, intimate produc­ tive areas.

PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES:

Thirty-three percent of university students drop out not because of lack of ability, but because of emotional prob­ lems. York students pay $20 apiece for psychological ser­ vices, but some of the students are not being reached. Measures must be taken to correct the situation.

PRO-TEM:

Increased grants to the University Newspaper along with increased newspaper staff and equipment. This media will be at the same time be able to be used for a greater council. I propose that store facilities be acquired for T.A. The Central Advertising Agency must be brought up to York Campus and expanded consequently. There must be more financial aid to campus clubs (in particular, the "viewer's" pool).

The S.R.C. should resist any increase in tuition (York's fees are already Canada's highest). It should whole-heartedly support a boycott of a fee increase if a substantial majority of the students are willing to commit themselves. In co­ operation with CUS the S.R.C. should pressure the provin­ cial government for free tuition.

The S.R.C. should prepare an annual well-researched cri­ tique of the curriculum so that the students grievances are re­ presented. The S.R.C. should investigate the substantia­ lity of your opinions and the possible solutions. It might also be possible to set up a committee which will then be able to investi­ gate the possibility of setting up in some future year a full-time, independent, and non-profit organization which will deal with student grievances.

My platform covers the full range of student government activity. It is neither radical nor reactionary.

When I propose that the campus newspaper be expanded to twice the size of the present PRO-TEM, I propose that store facilities be acquired for T.A. The Central Advertising Agency must be brought up to York Campus and expanded consequently. There must be more financial aid to campus clubs (in particular, the "viewer's" pool).

The S.R.C. should resist any increase in tuition (York's fees are already Canada's highest). It should whole-heartedly support a boycott of a fee increase if a substantial majority of the students are willing to commit themselves. In co­ operation with CUS the S.R.C. should pressure the provin­ cial government for free tuition.

The S.R.C. should prepare an annual well-researched cri­ tique of the curriculum so that the students grievances are re­ presented. The S.R.C. should investigate the substantia­ lity of your opinions and the possible solutions. It might also be possible to set up a committee which will then be able to investi­ gate the possibility of setting up in some future year a full-time, independent, and non-profit organization which will deal with student grievances.

My platform covers the full range of student government activity. It is neither radical nor reactionary.

When I propose that the campus newspaper be expanded to twice the size of the present PRO-TEM, I propose that store facilities be acquired for T.A. The Central Advertising Agency must be brought up to York Campus and expanded consequently. There must be more financial aid to campus clubs (in particular, the "viewer's" pool).

The S.R.C. should resist any increase in tuition (York's fees are already Canada's highest). It should whole-heartedly support a boycott of a fee increase if a substantial majority of the students are willing to commit themselves. In co­ operation with CUS the S.R.C. should pressure the provin­ cial government for free tuition.

The S.R.C. should prepare an annual well-researched cri­ tique of the curriculum so that the students grievances are re­ presented. The S.R.C. should investigate the substantia­ lity of your opinions and the possible solutions. It might also be possible to set up a committee which will then be able to investi­ gate the possibility of setting up in some future year a full-time, independent, and non-profit organization which will deal with student grievances.

My platform covers the full range of student government activity. It is neither radical nor reactionary.
There is a rumor going around, and it may not be more than just a rumor, that there will be some changes in the setup of the language lab next year. I for one hope that there is some foundation for it.

One suggestion was that the laboratory be enlarged, thus easing the crush at exam time. Another was that not all students who now hold a part-time job in the lab, making and running tapes, will be replaced by a part-time building student. The students do not help at present with pronunciation exercises, and though it would be unfortunate to deprive them of good experiences, and $1.50 an hour, still I think there would be a greater opportunity for real proficiency in a language if, when you go into a lab, you can have a chance to talk.

Ideally, conversation is one of the purposes of individual classes, but some of the professors do not give students enough help with pronunciation and finer points, especially in classes geared to grammar and literature.

"Laboratory" designates a place to experiment, and experiment in a language lab would seem to mean throwing questions and answers back and forth, and being corrected if wrong.

Now there are only one or two hours a week for "German only" or "Russian only" students - a limited time to speak, and even to hear the literature and grammar tapes that have to somehow satisfy students from three different years. If you want to listen to a play that was taken in October, and it is now April, you're just out of luck. Of course, this situation is worse in the open hour sections.

Mr. Shea, of General Sound Ltd., manufacturers of the equipment, was quoted as saying that it would be "quite expensive" to install another programme amplifier for each desk, so that more channels could be used. This would help to solve the problem of repetition of tapes, and subsequent frustration with the requirement of "six hours per term of utter boredom."

And obviously there are many people who don't think you can get much out of the lab, no matter how hard you try, judging from the number who go into talk, read something else, or listen to "No Exit" in English ("a French play").

Actually, six hours a term is quite reasonable, and as Sybil Gerlach, one of the students who runs the tapes, says, "It is a minimum. Language majors especially ought to hear as much of the spoken language as possible."

Apparently Russian and Spanish students work hardest in the lab, no matter how hard you try, judging from the number who go into talk, read something else, or listen to "No Exit" in English ("a French play").

The students do not help at present with pronunciation, and although at present with pronunciation, and although there would be a greater opportunity for real proficiency in a language if, when you go into a lab, you can have a chance to talk.

MONARCH "LITERATURE" REVIEW NOTES

MONARCH offers the literature outlines preferred by teachers and students. Each of these books is outstanding in its comprehensive and detailed coverage of each work. Each book is clearly, simply, and interestingly written, and will give the student the joy of understanding the great works of literature. Written by experts in their field, no other line of review books will so stimulate the reader's interest . . . and probing critical commentary deepens the reader's understanding and enjoyment. Visually attractive in their striking red, white and black colors, these books are widely recommended by teachers. Each book contains interpretation, analysis, character analyses . . . and each book contains a bibliography and sample questions and answers.
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Judo Triumph for York

by Ian Whittam

Al Keltner and his cohorts lived up to their promise last week-end, emerging victorious in the team classification of the first annual All-Ontario Intercollegiate Judo Championship. The tournament, fought on Saturday at Ryerson, featured a dramatic comeback by the York squad.

Dave Robb got the 5-man York team off to a flying start, holding down a position opposite him for a 10-point advantage. Jerry Croft and Steve Nicholls represented York in the next 2 bouts and they drew some talented characters — one had already taken the middleweight division individual championship.

York soon trailed 20-10 on GMC holds, setting the stage for the comeback. Rich Hollin decisioned his opponent over his combattant. That knotted the score at 20-20. Then followed an exchange of play for three over-time matches before Keltner finally came through with sheer brute technique and a twist of his man.

The subsequent decision netted York a 5-point win and its first judo championship at the expense of 6 fairly experienced university teams.

Representatives from 10 schools participated in all, but half of the 60 odd players seemed to be from GMC. Cadet Walter Laumann won the junior division of the championship trophy while Dave Morrison captured the championship belt for the University of Toronto.

Dave Robb with his green belt, made the finals for York in the lightweight division and finished in third place. In the middleweight section, Larry Davies and Steve Nicholls both made the semi-finals.

York managed to come out of the tournament un­barrassed despite the fine showing of the York team on the mat. York was the only university without their own equipment and mat and the results were two broken bones. Men's Athletic Rep. Debbie Wilkes will have to look into this.

The previous decision netted York a 5-point win and its first judo championship at the expense of 6 fairly experienced university teams.

Representatives from 10 schools participated in all, but half of the 60 odd players seemed to be from GMC. Cadet Walter Laumann won the junior division of the championship trophy while Dave Morrison captured the championship belt for the University of Toronto.

In 1969, Mr. Moodie was forced to go out of university life. There is absolutely nothing wrong with wanting football! The Dean of Commerce feels that when one is young, this is the time to be doing things to release his tension of play for three over-time matches before Keltner finally came through with sheer brute technique and a twist of his man. The subsequent decision netted York a 5-point win and its first judo championship at the expense of 6 fairly experienced university teams.

Representatives from 10 schools participated in all, but half of the 60 odd players seemed to be from GMC. Cadet Walter Laumann won the junior division of the championship trophy while Dave Morrison captured the championship belt for the University of Toronto.

Dave Robb with his green belt, made the finals for York in the lightweight division and finished in third place. In the middleweight section, Larry Davies and Steve Nicholls both made the semi-finals.

York managed to come out of the tournament un­barrassed despite the fine showing of the York team on the mat. York was the only university without their own equipment and mat and the results were two broken bones. Men's Athletic Rep. Debbie Wilkes will have to look into this.

BY THE WAY (continued)

Three Combination 1.50

Tomato and Cheese

The Works.................. 1.75
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